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Developmental and Evolutionary 
Synthesis in the Recent Writings 
of Ken Wilber 
ROGER WALSH 

cienlific disciplir~es have k e n  
sufiering from an embarrass- 
ment of riches. As data accu- 
mulate and disciplines frag- 
ment into subdisciplines. the 

search for some comprehensive synthe- 
sis seems both more appealing and more 
hopeless. Take psychology for example. 
From its humble beginnings at the end 
of  the nineteenth century i t  has now 
exploded. into a cacophony of compet- 
ing schools and therapies. The cries and 
handwringing over the. need for synthe- 
sis have gmuzn increasingly distraught. 
Consequently, it is not Surprising that 
the appearance of the hook The Spec- 
[rum of Consciousness. which seemed 
to ofier just such a synthesis--even 
though written by a young unhnown 
author, Ken Wilber (1977). who was not 
even formaily trained as a psycholo- 
gist-was greeted u v i h  such excire- 
ment. Indeed. in some ways Specrnm~ 
did more than had been hoped for 
because it offered a synthesis of not 
only Western psychologies but Eastern 
ones as well. 

Other equally encompassing hooks 
soon followed. In The A r m n  Project. 
Wilber (1980) integrated diverse &\,el- 
opmend  theories, again of both k t  
and West, into a unified view that traced 
development fmm infancy into normal 
adulthood and then beyond into the 
postconventional stages "beyond nor- 

mality" described by diverse contem- 
plative disciplines. In U p  /rum Eden 
(19SI), he used his developmental 
model as a framework to attempt to m3p 
the evolution of human cognition and 
consciousness. Other works on swiolo- 
gy, religion, philosophy, and physics 
soon followed so that by 1987 he had 
created an in t e rd i sc ip l in~  collection 
of rare scope and integrative power 
(W~lber 1981. 1983. 1984. 1991: Wil- 
ber. Engler. and Brown 1986; Anthony. 
Ecker, and Wilber 1987).' 

Then followed a painful silence of 
more than five y e m .  These were hardly 
unevendul years for Wilber. Ten days 
after' their mm'age,  his wife Treya dis- 
covered a breast cancer and the next five 
years were devoted to helping her man- 
age the disease and eventually to die. A 
funher two years were devoted to 
mourning and to writing a moving 
h k .  Grace and Grir (1991). chroni- 
cling her life and death. Now Wilber has 
burst out with another major work. by 
far his largest to date, and what he 
describes as his first "mature work." 

Ser. Ecolog?, Spiriruali~:  The Spirir 
o fE~olur ion (.1995) is a massive, eight- 
hundred-page work which is volume I 
of a planned three-volume series. For 
those daunted by the size (and weight) 
of this volume. Wilber also offers 3 

briefer (3 mere three hundred pages). 
simpler version. A Briej  H i s roc  o j  

Eveything (1996). written in dialogue 
form. 

The aim of these two books is to uace 
evolution-physical, biological. and 
human-and to set it within the context 
of the perennial philosophy: the com- 
mon core of wisdom at the h e m  of the 
great religious uaditions. Human evolu- 
tie-f brain and mind. society and 
culture-is traced from early hominids 
to today and related to phenomena such 
as the evolution of gender relationships. 
human relationship to the emh. tech- 
nology, philosophy, religion. and more. 

The scope of the work is extraordi- 
nary Only a handful of thinkers. such ss 
Aumbindo in the East and Hegel in h e  
West, have assembled such vast evolu- 
tionary visions. Yet N'llber's view is 
unique in not only providing a far- 
reaching vision but also in grounding 
that vision in contemporary research in 
fields such as cosmology. biology, 
anthropology, sociology, psychology. 
philosophy. and ecology. 

Irr vast scope and scholarship come 
at a cenain cos!. To say the least. Sex. 
Ecolt?g?, Spirirualic is daunting to mere 
monals. In addition, its scope makes i t  
difhicult to grasp and retain h e  gestalt. 
In 3 three-nionth-long, interdisciplinary 
graduate seminar h a t  I led at the Uni- 
versity of California. a11 of us found that 



the book's scope. iogether with ihe 
sheer richness and profusion o f  ideas. 
made i t  hard to grasp the whole vision 
in 3 single reading. 

The reason i s  not that the hook i s  
obtuse or badly written. On the contrary. 
considering the profusion and novelty 
o f  the idea. the writing is remarkably 
smooth and lucid. Rather. the problem 
i s  that the sheer number of novel ideas 
means that those early in the book tend 
!o be pushed out o f  memory. While the 
aimpler BriejHisro? is less problemat- 
IC, the number of ideas i t  contains is sdll 
~mprcssive. 

The major purpose of this article is. 
therefore, to offer an ovewiew that may 
give 3 sense o f  the whole gestalt or 
vision and thereby provide a framework 
allowing easier and more retentive read- 
ing. Consequently. this is more o f  an 
ovewiew than a detailed critical review. 
The books cover so many topics that 
probably no one person could hope to 
give iniormed critiques on a11 o f  them. 
and doing so would demand another 
book. I suspect that these books wi l l  be 
the topic of specialized critiques by dis- 
ciplinary experts for several decades. 
What follows, then, is the tend thread. 
shorn o f  numerous intriguing byways, 
q u m e n u ,  and in thc case of Sex. Ecol- 
ogy, Spirirualiry. 240 pages of detailed 
footnotes, many of them mini-essays on 
topics ranging from cosmology to post- 
modernism. 

Our Fractured \Vorld View 

l'iilber begins by drawing anention to 
our ecological crises. Ecological move- 
ments usually assume that these crises 
rellect a Zlisaslrously fractured world 
view; a world view often damned as 
dualistic. mechanistic, atomistic. an- 
thropocentric, patriarchal, and parho- 
logically hierarchical; a world view that 
fngmenw humans from nature, mind 
from body. and spirit from everything. 
Consequently, movements such as deep 
ecology and ecofeminism advocate a 
new world view that is said to be more 
holistic. integrative. and rel~tional. 

Wilber explores the nineteenth- 
century scientific origins of this frac- 
tured world view when the "two arrows 
of time" were first recognized. Pmdox-  
ically, i t  was discovered that according 
to the second law o f  thermodynamics. 

the pnystcal unlverse seemed to be run- 
ning down toward increasing entropy 
whereas the discovery of evolution 
showed that life appeared lo be moving 
toward grater complexity and differen- 
tiation (negentropy). The physiosphere 
and the biosphere. the physical sciences 
and biological sciences, therefore. 
seenied irrevocably divorced. and al- 
though there uJere a variety of theoreti- 
cal attempts at integration. none uJ3s 

wholly satisfactory. 
Only in  the late twentieth century did 

science finally offer a firm basis for 
reunification when i t  was discovered 
that matter has a potential for producing 
greater order and complexity. For exam- 
ple, as the Nobel laureate chemist Ilya 
Prigogine discovered, cemin biochemi- 
cal systems called "dissipative struc- 
tures" can grow in  chemical complexity. 
in  apparent defiance of entropy and the 
second law of thermodynamics. This 
apparent defiance is thought to provide 
a possible basis for the origin of  life. 

From this reunification, in  pan, were 
born the various system sciences of 
complexity such as general systems the- 
ory, cybernetics, nonequilibrium ther- 
modynamic systems theory, chaos theo- 
ry, and evolutionary systems theory. 
Some of these, such as evolutionary sys- 
tems theory, specifically claim that sim- 
ilar patterns of process and evolution 
can be identified across the physical; 
biological, and noetic spheres. The key 
point i s  that there is now significant sci- 
entific evidence for a self-organizing, 
self-transcending process in  matter. life. 
and mind. 

Before he can proceed with develop- 
ing his theory. Wilber needs to rehabili- 
late the concept of hierarchy, a concept 
cenml to his theory and that of many 
other evolutionary researchers. Hierar- 
chy has k o m e  something of a diny 
word in  some circles, and some critics 
claim [hat all hierarchy necessitates 
ranking or dominating that oppresses. 
marginalizes, o r  destroys. Lt is not 
uncommon to hear the cry that we need 
to do away with all hierarchies. Howev- 
er. as Wilber points out, this cry con- 
flaws different Npes of hierarchies-for 
example, value hierarchies and ontolog- 
ical hierarchies. pathological and 
healthy-and is an example o f  what 
philosophers call a "performative con- 

tradiction" since the preference ILr non- 
hierarchies over hierarchies is ilself 3 

hierarchical vdue judgment. Indeed, we 
cannot dispense with hierarchies: [hey 
are inherent in  nature and qualitative 
distinctions are an inevitable part of 
human experience. 

Moreover. systems sciences argue 
that hierarchy is essential for integn- 
tion, wholeness, and systems function- 
ing. U n d e r s t d  in  this systems context. 
hierarchy is simply a ranking o f  phe- 
nomena according to their holistic 
capacity. As such, i t  does not necessari- 
ly  entail value hierarchies, and domina- 
tion and oppression can be seen as 
parhological expressions rather than. 
inherent componenrs of hierarchy. For 
another excellent discussion of contem- 
porary criticisms o f  hierarchies and pos- 
sible responses. see Donald Rothberg 
(1986). 

Having rehabilitated the concept of 
hierarchy, or holanh.v, 3s he prefers to 
call it. Wlber  nexr turns to the common 
principles and processes that hold for 
systems and phenomena across the three 
great realms; physical, biological, and 
mental. For Wilber. the fundamental cat- 
egory is the holon. 3 term that implies 
that every entity and phenomenon in  the 
universe is neither merely a whole nor a 
pan. but both simultaneously. 

Using the concepts of hierarchy and 
holon. Wilber i s  able to clarify the 
nature o f  various hierarchies and their 
misuse. For example, most popular gen- 
eral systems theories of ecology and 
ecofeminism are based on some version 
of a holarchy o f  being, a kind of "web o f  
life." Humans are usually inserted into 
this web as one smnd in the biosphere 
or Gaia. A t  first glance this move seems 
very neat. organic, and egalitarian. 
Humans are now intimately linked to. 
and on a more or less equal footing 
with, all other forms of life. 

However, in what is perhaps the most 
intellectually challenging part o f  the 
book. Wilber demonsttares that things 

not quite this simple. Hierarchically 
ordered structures and rmergenls (prop 
enies or capacities that emerge de novo 
at cenain levels o f  hierarchy) cannot be 
interpreted simply i n  terms of, nor con- 
sidered as p m  of, lower order phenom- 
ena. For example. when atoms of hydro- 
gen and oxygen combine. the result i s  a 
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molecule of water with novel emergent 
properties such as wetness. These emer- 
gent propenies are largely unpredictable 
from the propenies of its constituent 
atoms and cannot be described in terms 
of atoms. Likewise, the water molecule 
is not contained in its atoms (the water 
molecule and the properties of order of 
its constituent atoms are not pan of 
atoms). 

So too, life, or the biosphere, is not 
simply contained in, reducible to, or 
explicable simply in terms of. the phys- 
iosphere (the realm of pure matter). The 
biosphere is of a different ontological 
order. and life has propcnies and capac- 
ities that seem to defy description sim- 
ply in terms of the movements of rnole- 
cules. Likewise, the noosphere (the 
realm of sentient life) is not simply in 
the biosphere. That is. the noosphere is 
not an ontological component of the 
larger whole called biosphere but is an 
emergent. Rather, pans of the physio- 
sphere and biosphere rtre actually com- 
ponents of sentient life and ontological- 
ly the noosphere thus cannot be reduced 
to, or considered merely as, a suand o i  
the biosphere. Thus, contnry to popular 
assumptions (based primarily on rela- 
tive size), aspects of the biosphere con- 
stitute part (the physical and biological 
levels but not h e  mental level) of  the 
human. Humans are therefore com- 
pound individuals composed of all three 
levels and cannot be. regarded simply 3s 
strands of Ule biosphere, which com- 
prises only the physical and biological 
levels. 

This is a d i f~cu l t  but important argu- 
ment thai can only be sketched briefly 
here. The key is to shift from thinking 
spatially (e.g.. the biosphere fits into the 
larger space of the physiosphere) to 
thinking ontologically (aspects of the 
physiosphere constitute a component or 
part o f  the ontologically richer bio- 
sphere). This perspective appears to 
resolve a number of puzzles that have 
plagued ecological thinking, such as 
how one can simultaneously accord 
greater value to some forms of life, 
including humans. than to others while 
simultaneously honoring all life. Wilher 
argues at length that this perspective is 
not antiecological. as it might appear at 
lirst glance. Rather. he insists that it nat- 
urally results in an enhanced concern 

for life and the environment which are 
nou: recognized as parts of one's own 
compound individuality. 

Interiority 

The schemes and hienrchies consid- 
ered so far all deal exclusively with 
exteriors since general systems theories 
uy to he empirically based. Hence. they 
almost entirely overlook interiority or 
subjectivity. In addition, since systems 
theories are empirical. the general prin- 
ciples they derive from all types of sys- 
tems do indeed hold across the nnge of 

holons. but also studies of social or 
group holons and, in addition, the inte- 
rior or subjectivity of burh individuals 
and groups. He therefore introduces 
what he calls the four quadranrs model. 
with individual and social holons in the 
upper and lower halves. respectively.' 
and exterior and interior i n  the right and 
Icit halves. respectively (figure I j. 

Right-hand disciplines or paths study 
neutral suriaces or observable behavior. 
Traditionally, they use empirical, objec- 
tive epistemologies and objective "it" 
language, make propositional truth 

W ilber regards the creation of an adequate 
idealism as one of the essential 

challenges for the contemporary West. 

systems. including physical, biological. 
and prychological. as all of these have 
physical components. However, the 
price of this inclusiveness is that they 
necessarily cover only the lowest-com- 
mon-denominator propenies. Higher 
order biological and noetic systems. 
while following lower order physical 
principles. also follow additional princi- 
ples, and no physical laws can account 
for the likes of an,  language, and love. 
Thus systems theories are essentially 
.theories of suriaces or exteriors. To un- 
denland interiors-suhjeclivil): experi- 
ence. and consciousness-requires 
another approach. namely empathy. 
introspection. and interpretation. In 
shon, systems theories have given us a 
very valuable but very pmial view of 
systems and evolution. This in itself is 
not bad. However, major uoubles ensue 
when systems scientists claim, as all too 
many of them do, to be mapping, or to 
be a t  least capable or mapping. al l  
domains of reality. 

The Four Quadranls 

Wilber wan& to expand this view. He 
argues that comprehensive approaches 
need to include not only objective stud- 
ies of the cxternal behavior of individual 

claims, and employ the validity crierion 
of truth (the match betu,een map and ter- 
ritory). In the right-hand quadran& there 
are two camps: the atomisls in the upper 
right quadrant, who study individuals. 
and the wholists in the lower right quad- 
nn t ,  who study larger syslems. 

The left-hand approach or path stud- 
ies interiors that cannot be seen empiri- 
cally (except indirectly. where some of 
their components may be embedded in 
material expressions such as art). 
Rather, this interiority requires interpre- 
ia~ion of meaning in "i" and "we" lan- 
guage that is dialogical, experiential. 
and subjective (or intersubjective). 
Research here necessarily involves dia- 
logue as opposed to the monologicd 
(one-way) experimental observation of 
exteriors of the right-hand path. For the 
upper left-hand quadrant of individuals. 
the validity criterion here is not truth 
but, following the work of German 
social philosopher Jiirgen Habermas, 
sincerity. In the lower left-hand social- 
cultural quadrant. the question is one of 
cultunl fit. and the validity criterion is 
not truth or sincerity but appmpriate- 
ness. justness. intersubjective mesh. 
andlor mutual undersranding. 

Wilber argues that hoth left- and right- 



Figure 1. The Four Quadrants. 
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hand approaches are valuable and essen- 
tial for balance and completeness 
because each halon has these four 
dimensions. When. as has all too often 
been the case. the right-hand approach is 
used exclusively. the result is ignorance. 
polarity. and reductionism. which are a11 
the worse because their incompleteness 
usually goes unrecognized. All four 
quadnnts are then reduced to the two 
right;hand quadrants, a process that 
\Vilber calls rublie reducrionisrn. Some 
theoristsl-for example. the Epicureans 
nnd atomists-go even further by 
anempting to explain all phenomena and 
higher order s m c t u m  purely in terns of 
upper right-hand quadrant atomidmolec- 
UIX components. This atomic reduction- 
ism Wilber calls grvss reducrionisrn 

Reductionism can seem reasonable 
since all holons do in fact have both left- 
and right-hand quadrants and empirical 
data can he so obvious. However. no 
quadrant is wholly reducible to another. 
and both gmss and subtle reductionism 
can be desrructive. This can be insidious 
in the case of some systems theorists. 
for example, because these people 
believe that they are truly embncing all 

reality in 3 holistic manner and seem 
quite unaware of just how much. and 

, how much of value, is often missing 
from their world view. 

At this suge  Wilber has laid the con- 
ceptual groundwork for tracing devel- 
opment and evolution, especially human 
evolu~ion, across all four quadrants. 
This he p m e e d s  to do. 

Human Evolution 

Wilber uses the maps devised by cog- 
nitive developmen131 psychologists such 
as Jean Piaget to trace the psychological 
development of individuals. This indi- 
vidual development he ties to social and 
cultural evolution from early hominids 
up to present society. Wilber argues that 
through history there has been an evolu- 
tion of both individual cognitive and 
cultunl unfolding. Each e?olutionary 
and historical epoch has been associated 
with a specific stage of individual cog- 
nitive development together with correl- 
ative, socially shared world views and 
moralities. 

The general idea is that cultunl evo- 
lution and individual development go 
hand in hand. Socieues tend to foster 

individual development up to their nor- 
mal level and hinder development 
beyond it. and there is a relatively close 
correlation between an individual's 
expectable psychological development 
m d  3 culture's "developmenlal center of 
graviiy." For example. drawing on both 
his own earlier work and the research of 
Jurgen Habermas. Wilber correlates a 
magic-animistic world view with an 
avenge individual cognitive develop- 
ment at Piaget's preoperational level. a 
mythological world view with concrete 
operational, and a ntional world view 
with individual development centered 
around Piaget's highest or formal oper- 
ational stage. This is of coune a conuo- 
venial claim. and in extensive footnotes 
Wilber attempts to counter potential 
criticisms. These criticisms come fmm 
cultural relativists (who claim that we 
cannot make valid cmss-cultunl evalu- 
ative comparisons because to d o  so 
means privileging one culture's value 
system over another's) and critics of 
cenain forms of the "ontogeny recapitu- 
lates phylogeny" thesisl(which claims 
that individual development follows or 
recapitulates species evolution) (Win- 
kelman 1990. 1993). 

W~lber pays particular attention to the 
evolution of gender relations and the 
human relationship to the environment 
at each historical stage. Drawing on a 
significant body of feminist research. he 
particularly points out b a t  conuvy  to 
popular assumptions. the historical 
inequality of women cannot be atuib- 
uted solely to male domina~ion 2nd 
oppression. Rather, it is also attributable 
in part to biological facton such as dif- 
ferential strength, to economic-produc- 
live factors such as types of tools and 
modes of food acquisition. and to devel- 
opmental stages and world views in 
which equality was not a salient feature 
or moral impenrive. This allows him to 
view the emergence of liberation move- 
ments as a pmial  reflection of the emer- 
gence of rationality and to interpret the 
previous gender inequalities as 3 func- 
tion of more than merely the male 
malevolence and female timidity im- 
plied by some feminists. 

I t  also allows him to draw some chill- 
ing conclusions about the possible non- 
egali'lrvian and gender divisive effects of  
new information technologies that are 
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currently so male dominated. I had sim- 
ply assumed that women's liberation 
was a largely irreversible evolutionary 
dynamic. Wilber, however, points to the 
power of a culture's technoeconon~ic 
base in determining its social hierarchy 
and argues that there is no guarantee 
that future technologies, such 3s com- 
puters and the Internet, will necessarily 
foster equality. a concern which seems 
to have been largely overlooked by fem- 
inists. 

Transpersonal Development 

The formal opentional stage of indi- 
vidual cognitive development and the 
rational urorld view are the highest indi- 
vidual and cultural levels that are wide- 
ly recognized by conventional main- 
s- science. Hower.er, Wilber goes 
on to point to evidence for the existence 
of higher stages and potentials latent in 
each of us. The first of these he calls 
vision-logic, a .kind of network logic 
able to envision multiple relationships 
among individual concepts simultane- 
ously. Of course Wilber is not alone 

' 

here. Several developmental researchers 
-such as Bmner. Flavell. Arieti, and 
Gebser-have suggested a similar 
stage. N'llber is unique, however. in rec- 
ognizing a similar stage in the develop- 
mental maps offered by contemplatives 
such as Plotinus and the great Indian 
philosopher-sage Aurobindo. 

Beyond vision-logic, for Wilber, lie a 
further four major stages which he calls 
psychic, subrle, courol, and nnnduol. 
These are uanspersonal stages inas- 
much as the self sense now begins to 
expand beyond the personal-what 
.41an Waus so picturesquely called "the 
skin encapsulated ego"-to encompass 
aspects. or even the whole. of human- 
kind. life. the internal and external uni- 
verse. and consciousness itself. 

Before describing these shges  in 
detail. IVtIher handles common objec- 
tions th31 have been raised ahout the 
rralue and validity of tnnspersonal 
experiences. For example. it has been 
claimed that since uanspersonal states 
are private and interior they cannot be 
publicly validated and therefore cannot 
be researched. However. Wilber points 
out that this is no more uuc for transper- 
sonal research than for any and all non- 
empirical endeavors. ranging from 

mathematics. literature. and linguistics 
to psychoanalysis and historical inter- 
pretation. No one has seen. nor will they 
ever empirically see. the square root of 
minus one, but that does not slop it from 
being a valuable. in fact invaluable. tool 
for mathematics. 

For Wilber then, transpersonal erpe- 
riences are simply the higher develop- 
mental suges  of the upper left-hand 
quadrant. These involve interior experi- 
ences known by direct acquaintance that 
can he objectively described but only 
adequately comprehended by a commu- 
nity of people at the s a n e  developmen- 
tal depth, capable of intevreting at that 
same depth. At any developmental 
stage. higher stages and their worlds are 
effectively invisible or at least partly 
incomprehensible. This is effectively a 
restatement-now couched in develop 
mental terms--of the principle of ade- 
quorio, which states that we only see or 
appreciate those aspects of reality to 
which we are adequate. As Aldous Hux- 
ley (1945, viii) summarized the problem 
in The Pemnninl Philosophy, ' h o w l -  
edge is a function of being. When there 
is a change in the being of the knower. 
there is a corresponding change in the 
narure and amount of knowing." Talmu- 
dic wisdom p u s  it succinctly: "We do 
not see things as they are but as we are." 

For Wilber, validity claims for 
uanspersonal experiences. states. and 
stages m in essence no different from 
those in other realms. In any realm, lest- 
ing knowledge claims involves three 
steps: injunction, observation. and con- 
firmation. One is first given an injunc- 
tion by those familiar uaith the phenom- 
enon as to how to create the. conditions 
in which to observe it; one then 
observes. and then tests one's obsenr>- 
tion against the observations of adc- 
quately developed and trained individu- 
als. Contemplative paths designed to 
induce transpersonal experiences and 
stages possess a11 these three strands of  
valid knowledge accumulation and 
therefore are open 10 the falsifiabilily 
criteria of all genuine knowledge, That 
is, they set out the injunctions to prac- 
tice this discipline: then you can care- 
fully observe your own experience, and 
finally test your observations against 
those of people at similar or more 
advanced stages. 

Having handled these objections. 
Wilber then goes on to describe the psy- 
chic. subtle. causal. and nondual suges. 
These he associates with four types of 
mysticism: nature, deity, formless, and 
nondual and suggests as exemplan of 
each of these Emerson. St. Teresa. Meis- 
ter Eckhart. and Ranana hlaharshi. 

Pqchic  seems an unfonunate choice 
of terms, being loaded with so much 
semantic baggage. However. as Wilber 
uses iL it has nothing to do with ESP or 
other psi phenomena. Rather, i t  refers to 
an initial uanspersonal stage at which 
experience is still largely somaticslly 
based. such ns in the experiences of kun- 
dolini energy or of the divinity of 
nature. By the time the subUe levels 
have emerged. experience is more inte- 
rior and concerned with subtle experi- 
ences of light and sound (shabd and nnd 
yoga) or archetypal imagery, for exani- 
ple, the shaman's power animals. the 
Hindu lsl~ra Dew,  the Christian con- 
templative's sacred figures. At the 
causal level all form and experiences 
drop away leaving only pure conscious- 
ness, such as the Buddhist's nirvana. the 
Vedantist's nirvakalpo samodhi, the 
Gnostic's abyss. Finally, at the nondual 
culmination, phenomena reappear but 
3re immediately and spontaneously rec- 
ognized as projections, expressions. or 
manifestations of consciousness and as 
none other than consciousness. This is 
the Hindu's sahoj-somodhi and Zen 
Buddhist's "form is emptiness." 

Needless to say, these advanced 'on- 
templative experiences can be \ye? hard 
for most of us to conceive. To my mind 
the best metaphor for sohoj-somdl~i is 
lucid dreaming, dreaming in which we 
know that we are dreaming. Such lucid- 
ity hss been described by yogis for mil- 
lennia, denied by psychologists for 
decades, but now is well validated by 
laboratory studies. Here what initially 
appeared to be an objective, solid, inde- 
pendent world impinging on a physical 
body on which one's life depends is rec- 
ognized as a subjective, dependent prc+ 
jection of mind. And with that recogni- 
tion the dreamer becomes lucid, the 
apparent victim of experience becomes 
i t  creator, and the suffering and anxiety 
that seemed so overwhelming are recog- 
nized as illusory. Such is said to be the 
mind-boggling cenual recognition of 



both lucid dreaming and awakening to 
the nondual. 

Thus i;rr Wilber has traced evolution 
lrom cx l y  horninids to posunodernism. 
and individual development from infan- 
cy to the nondual, and h a  correlated 
thcsc with the developmentallevolution- 
my profiles of 3 host of related phenom- 
ena such a world views, morality, iden- 
tity. gender relations. and ecological 
relations. mong  others. Clearly i t  seems 
time to finish the book and have'a beer. 
No1 so! For Wilber. this i s  only pan one 
of the book and only half the picture: 
namely, the ascending half or "the p ~ t h  
of ascent." In pan two he traces another 
movement. "the path of descent." And i t  
is the divorce of these two that Wilber 
claims to be one of the most fundamen- 
131 of all Western dualisms. 

Ascent and Descent 

For Wilber, the two Western exem- 
plars o f  philosophers-sages who have 
integrated the paths o f  ascent and 
descent are Plato and Plotinus. Plato, for 
example, maps out a path of ascent 
toward "the Gmd" in The Republic and 
The S?mposium. From this perspective, 
the Platonic Good is a direct mystical 
experience of the causal realm-beyond 
qualities and manifestations. and there- 
fore transrational and transverbal- 
beside which the physical world is 
merely a cave o f  shadows. This is 3 

classical descripuon. perhaps the classi- 
cal Western description, of ascent to the 
causal level. And this ascent m d  escape . ' 

fmm the world became the archetypal 
Weslern goal. 

Many. critics assume that Plat0 was 
only an "ascender." Howewr. a more 
careful reading reveals that Plato maps 
out both the paths of ascent and o f  
descent. Having ascended to the Good 
he then reverses course. The world i s  
now seen as an expression or an embod- 
iment of the transcendent and indeed at 
its consummation "a visible. sensible 
God." The Self-sufficing perfection of 
the Good is also ;I Self-pmjecting, Self- 
emptying fecundity. The Good is there- ' 
fore not only the summit and goal of life 
but also the source and gmund o f  the 
world, with which i t  i s  co-essenlial. And 
the source i s  made "more complete" by 
manifestation. Plato therefore integrates 
ascent and descent in the classic non- 

dual stance found in both East and West 
which Wilber summarizes as 

Ree the many. lind [he One 
Embrace the klany as h e  One 

In  the East, disentangling oneself 
from the world and realizing the One is 
equated with wisdom. Subsequentlv. 
descending and returning to embrace 
the Many is equated with compassion. 
and the integration o f  ascent and 
descent is called the union of wisdom 
and compassion. 

From this nondual perspective, cre- 
alion. the tvorld. and the flesh we not 
evil or degraded. However, becoming 
enmnced by them, that is, becoming 
entnpped in  maxa, illusion-what psy- 
chologist Charles Tan calls the consen- 
sus trance-and thereby losing aware- 
ness of the uanscendental domains and 
our unity with them i s  disastrous. Once 
lost, the challenge is to regain this 
awareness ~hrough a discipline of "rec- 
ollection" that opens "the eye of the 
soul" (Plato). "the eye of the hean" 
(Sufismj, or "the eye of Tao" (Taoism). 
The goal is an illusion-shattering wis- 
dom that recognizes our w e  transcen- 
denml nature and that is variously 
known as Hinduism's jnuna. Bud- 
dhism's prajna. Islam's ma'rifah and 
sometimes as Christian gnosis. 

Tne Platonic integration o f  ascent and 
descent was continued by Plotinus, i n  
whom. according l o  St. Augusrine. 
"Plato lived again." He created a vast 
synthetic vision drawing on diverse m- 
ditions and grounded in his own mysli- 
cal experience. His was the first com- 
prehensive version of the Great Chain uf 
Being. a view that sees the cosmos as a 
vast gndated hierarchy o f  existence 
extending from the physical through 
various subtle mental realms to the 
realm of pure consciousness or spirit. 

As Wilber makes c lew what i s  cru- 
cial is tha~ the systems o f  Platoand Plol- 
inus, and similar Estern philosopher- 
sages such as Aurobindo, are not 
primarily philosophies or meuphysics. 
Rather. they are descriptions o f  direct. 
replicable, phenomenologic~l appre- 
hensions arising in  people who have 
developed to requisite stages. A l l  too 
often. however, they have been inter- 
preted a "mere mewphysics." 

For Plato. Plotinus. and Aurobindo. 

during de\.elopmenul ascent each stage 
subsumes or envelops lower suges. In  so 
doing. development remces in reverse 
order the swges of involution or manifes- 
tation by which the Great Chain of Being 
was said to be created. In  the words o f  
Heraclitus. "The way up is the way 
down. and the way down is the way up." 

For Plato. the. process of ascent is dri- 
ven by ems. the drive to find greater and 
greater unions. Complementarily. for 
Plotinus. at each stage. of ascent the 
lower has to be embraced so that ems is 
balanced with agape (love and concern 
for the lower). This vision o f  3 multidi- 
mensional kosmos. as the Greeks origi- 
nally called it, interwoven by ascending 
and descending currents of love. would 
be a cenml theme of all subsequent 
neo-Platonic schools and would exen a 
profound influence on thought up to and 
beyond the Enlightenment. 

But according to Wilber, both ems 
and agape can go asmy when they are 
not integrated in  the individual. ideally 
by direct experience of,the causal One. 
Then ems can degeneite into phobos: 
aversion to, alienation rrom, and repres- 
sion o f  lower levels of the Great Chain 
of Being and especially the world. the 
body. and sensuality. 

Likewise agape--rhe pull to descent 
and embrace of the lower levels of the 
Great Chain-when divorced from and 
unbalanced by ems, can become 
thanaros. This is the flight from or 
denial of the higher levels and is mani- 
fested as developmental arrest, regres- 
sion, and denial. One example o f  lhis 
might be what the psychologist Abn -  
ham Maslow called the Jonah complrr: 
fear o f  our potential and greatness. 

Wilber suggesrs that the great Sig- 
mund Freud represents a paradigmatic 
example o f  this divorce o f  r m s  and 
agape. Freud himself finally postulated 
two drives--ems and rhanaros-and 
suggested that the aim of ems is "to 
establish unity." For Freud, much 
human misery results from the battle or 
conflict between the powers o f  ascent 
and descent. But Freud did not carry 
ascent to its transpersonal conclusion in  
union with the One. In  fact. he denigmt- 
ed and pathologized such anemprs as 
neurotic immaturities, thus confusing 
mnspersonal progression with preper- 
sonal regression. 3 confusion that Wil- 
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her calls the pre/rrafls f a l l ac~ .  Hence. 
Freud gave us a truncated vision of 
human possibilities. and his prognosis 
for humankind was eternal conflict. 

This misunderstanding or  even patho- 
logizing of development beyond con- 
ventional levels to transpersonal stages 
is tragically typical of the West. In much 
of the East. causal and nondual realim- 
tion were recognized and acknowledged 
as the summit of psychological-spiritual 
development. Sages such as Nagarjuna 
and Shankam elaborated these realiza- 
tions into highly sophisticated philoso- 
phies of Madhyamika Buddhism and 
Advaita Vendmu. respectirely, which 
coexisted and harmonized with mythe  
logical interpretations. Individuals 
could lhus draw inspiration from either 
philosophy or mythology or both ac- 
cording to their interests. capacities, and 
development. In the West, however, 
mythic level Christianity became insti- 
tutionalized and dominant as "The 
Church:' which declared its own mythic 
level interpretations alone as l y e  and 
higher transrational interpretations as 
blasphemous. 

This is a specific example of the gen- 
eral principle that stages higher than 
one's own tend to be misunderstood. 
pathologized. and viewed as threaten- 
ing. Mythic, Christianity, therefore, 
tended t o  condemn the higher stage 
expressions of rationalism (science and 
its demands for empiricism and evi- 
dence); psychic nature mysticism 
(because this made God seem too this- 
worldly); subtle level mysticism (which 
brought God and soul too close); and 
causal identity with the divine (which 
was enough to make one end up on a 
funeral pyre). 

Of course Jesus himself had met a 
similar fate for his own causal realiza- 
tion that 'The Father and I are one." Bul 
Jesus' own causal realization was inter- 
preted by conventional theology not as a 
natural developmenval potential avail- 
able to us all. but rather as proof of his 
utterly unique nature and of divine 
intercession by God. Jesus himself was 
lhus ontologically divorced from the 
rest of humanity as the Son of God-not 
only human but God and man-and the 
church would spend hundreds of years. 
split into dozens of sects, and snuff out 
thousands of lives arguing over his 

nature and his precise mix of God and 
man. 

But no matter what formula finally 
won h e  day. Wilber points out that the 
net effect on spiritual development and 
evolution in the West was catasbophic. 
The possibility of  causal realization for 
the rest of us was dismissed. liberation 
in this world was denied. and the whole 
realm of mysticism became ambivalent 
and at times downright embamssing for 
h e  church. Of course h e  church u . 3 ~  
not alone in this embarrassment. 

Wilber focuses on Christianity, bur 
similar confusion and ambivalence 
loward mysticism seem chmcteristic of 
other tradidons that f ix final auhority in 
a historical text and are therefore 
e m b m s e d  by breakthroughs of new 
mystical insights. Thus. Judaism has 
largely downplayed its mystical dimen- 
sions for centuries, and there has long 
been tension between conventional 
Islam and its mystical wing of Sufism. 

Fonunately, h e r e  are now growing 
effons to revitalize contemplative prac- 
tices and wisdom in each of these tradi- 
tions. Unfonunately, this revitaliwtion 
comes at the end of a millennium in 
which the possibility of awakening was 
effectively blocked in the West, and to 
this day mysticism remains widely mis- 
understood in Western culture. 

Of course, the drive lo mnscendence 
could not be completely ovenvhelmed. 
Periodically there arose spectacular 
individuals-St. Augustine. Eckhart. 
Dame Julian. St. Teresa. the Rhineland 
mystics. and more-in whom mnscen- 
dence triumphed over institutional bar- 
riers and who thereby faced themsel\,es 
and the church with the difficult and 
dangerous task of reconciling conven- 
tional mythology with transconvenlion- 
al realiwtion. 

One of the earliest of these spiritual 
geniuses was St. Augusline who was an 
inheritor of the neo-Platonic tradition. 
For Augustine, self and God could be 
known through introspection. All can he 
doubted except one's immediate aware- 
ness. or soul as Augusline identified il. 
and this awareness is similar to Plato's 
"Spectator" and Plotinus's "ever-pre- 
sent wakefulness." Augustine found that 
in his immediate. awareness there was 
no subjectlobject split and primal 
awareness was not s e p m t e  from God: 

rather Cod a t h e  ground of t h ~ t  
awareness. This awareness was the 
source of Augustine's famous exclama- 
tion that "He who knows himself knows 
God." a claim repeated two centuries 
later by Mohammed. As Wilber points 
out, this realization is very similar to 
that of several Eastem traditions. and 
hence he describes it as a Western form 
of Vedanta. the great Indian lrddition 
whose central realizarion was that 
"Atman (individual consciousness) and 
Brahman (universal consciousness or 
God) are one:' 

The daunting problem for Augustine. 
as for subsequent causal realizers. was 
how to accommodate his realiwtion to 
the body of literal-concrete myths he 
had inherited and to which, as a good 
church man, he held allegiance. Of 
course the general problem was not new 
and represenfed the recurring dialectic 
of philosopher-sage versus mythology. a 
dialectic which extended back to 
ancient Greece. In Greece. the sages had 
either dismissed myth, which could 
prove lethal as Socrates discovered, or 
attempted to reinterpret it rationally as 
did Plato. 

This problem and its attempted solu- 
tion for Christianity were exemplified in 
the life of Origen, who lived in the third 
century and who has been described as 
the church's greatest theologian. Ori- 
gen's solution was the allegorical 
mehod by which myth could be both 
negated and preserved. Thus for Origen. 
myth-which in this case meant much 
of the Old Testament-was lo be inler- 
preted on three levels: literally as histor- 
ical fact: ethically for behavioral guide- 
lines; and allegorically for mystical. 
spiritual, or transprsonal interpreta- 
tions. This effectively allowed rational 
and mnsrational use of myth. Unfonu- 
nately. this reinterpreta~ion did not sit 
well wilh the. conventional church, as 
Origen discovered to his dismay, and 
myth largely reigned supreme until the 
rise of modernity. 

Modernity 

For W~lher. modernity is marked by 
two major bends that represent the good 
news and the bad news of this period. 
The g ~ w d  news of modernity is thz 
supersession of myths by rationality and 
the demand for empirical evidence. The 



had news is that ascent was conilated 
with the mythic and the cw  o f  "No more 
myths!" became effectively. "No more 
ascenl!" 

With the denialof the possibility of 
developmental ascent, attention turned 
downward to the world; Instead of an 
infinite above. there was now a horizon- 
131. infinite ahead. The universe was no 
longer seen as a great multidimensional 
holarchy o f  being. Rarher, i t  became an 
ontological "f latland or great inter- 
locking order to he investigated hy 
empirical (right-hand) approaches only. 
This overlooking of left-hand internal 
quadrants and reducing of phenomena 
to their right-hand external dimensions 
alone constitutes what Wtlber calls s u b  
tle reductionism. With the left-hand 
quadrants gone, so too we the ground- 
ing and validity of subjective phenome- 
na such as values, meaning, and pur- 
pose. The result is a barren. meaningless 
flalland ha1 has also k e n  described 3s 
a "dedivinized:' disqudified, or disen- 
chanted world. 

With empirical approaches and 
dimensions dominant, quality was now 
measured in terms of quantitative fit 

with the system or with "God's will." 
Substitute "Gaia" for "God's will" and 
one has the "new paradigm" of many 
contemtmrq ecophilosophers. 

This world view presented philose 
phers with a prohlem. the so-called cen- 
val problem of modernity, namely. the 
nature o f  human subjectivity and its 
relation to the world. The ntional ego 
might say i t  was merely a suand in  the 
great web of life, but that reduced the 
subjective to the empirical, the left- to 
the right:hand quadrants. Now the ques- 
tion of the good life was whether to seek 
either autonomous agency of the ration- 
al ego generating its own mo r~ l s  and 
aspirations separate from the brute 
drives of nature or, on the other hand, to 
seek communion with the natural world 
by connecting and communing with 
nature. including its vital, sensual, and 
sexual elements. This tension Wilber 
refers to as the conflict between the ego 
camp 2nd the eco camp. 

lmmanuel Kant isthe exemplar o f  the 
ego camp. For him. the ntional ego. the 
moral subject. is free only to h e  degree 
i t  disengages from the pulls of egocen- 
lric desire and of lower social forces and 

is effectively autonomous. Thus arose 
the subjective pan o f  the Enlightenment 
paradigm, the so-called self-defining 
subject. !he autonomous ego. disen- 
gaged self, philosophy o i the subjecl. cr 
self-sufficient subjectivity. 

The problcm with the cruder forms of 
the ego camp was overemphasis on the 
right-hand, empirical representation of 
knowledge that focuses on surfaces. 
ignores inreriority, and avoids dimen- 
sions of meaning, value, and purpose.. 
Thus, there emerged around the eight- 
eenth century attempts to study and 
know the subject in objective "it" lan- 
guage terms. For the philosophers 
Habermas and Foucault, these objectify- 
ing "sciences o f  man" are pseudo- 
sciences that do not just study the objec- 
tive dimensions of humankind but reduce 
humans IO only these dimensions. 

The eco camp, on the other hand.felt. 
quite reasonably, that this representa- 
tional reflection paradigm o f  knowledge 
left ihe subject split from an alien. 
monochromatic world. The eco camp 
therefore argued for a return LO nature so 
that the "living sources" o f  human exis- 
tence could be recontacted and re- 
newed. Consequenlly, the appropriate 
mode of knowing was held lo be power- 
ful feeling rather than disinterested 
thought, and the best means of expres- 
sion and enhancing participation with 
nature were felt to be poeuy and art. 

The problem for the eco camp was 
just how to insen humans back into the 
sueam o f  life without losing the benefits 
o f  reason. This proved particularly 
problematic since these thinkers tended 
to confuse differentiation and dissocia- 
tion. Thus, the developmenfd and evo- 
lutionary differentiation o f  the prera- 
tional fusion o f  self and world was seen 
not as a necessary development31 differ- 
entiation phase allowing subsequent 
higher order integration, bur nther as a 
pathological process (dissociation) 
leading to paradise lost. 

Eco camp thinkers believed that 
something had gone terribly wrong his- 
torically. They therefore saw culture pri- 
marily as a distortion and eulogized ew- 
lier times and lifestyles. Medieval ages 
and classical Greece were early objects 
of veneration. but the same genenl prin- 
ciple o f  historical wislfulness continues 
to the present day. T h y ' s  ecofeminists 

k n d  to eulogize horticultural societies 
whereas what Wilber calls "ecomas- 
culinists" niay reach I'ul.ther back to the 
prehonicultunl Eden of hunting-gather- 
ing tribal cultures. 

Yet an unblinking look discloses an 
embarnssing number of facts that sug- 
gest that ~hese times and vibes may 
have been considenbly less than pan- 
disiacal. Consider only that the inability 
to devastate the environment does nor 
necessarily imply profound ecological 
wisdom. that slavery was taken for 
granted. and that the average life span 
was probably wound thirty yews. and 
the power o f  the rose-colored glasses 
through which these societies have been 
viewed seems quite impressive. 

As with all things, b o b  ego and eco 
projects eventually faltered under the 
weight o f  their own limitations (what 
Hegel called "contradictions" and 
Schclling described as "checking 
forces"). The rational ego camp sough1 
freedom from egocenuic motives. natur- 
al impulses, and conventional social 
domination. However. ;in -doing so i t  
ofien alienated, repressed, and dissociat- 
ed other goods, including mnspersonal 
experiences and the prepersonal domain 
o f  "elan vid:' body. and sensuality. 

The eco camp, on the other hand. 
sought freedom from excessive objec- 
tivity, autonomy, and instrumenlalily. 
However, i t  ended up overvaluing emo- 
tional. irrational impulses and effective- 
ly  saw nature as the source o f  sentiment 
rather than as the embodiment o f  Spirit 
as had Plato and Plotinus. 

The ego-eco conflict was most clear- 
ly  expressed philosophically in  the con- 
trasting views o f  Fichte and Spinoza. 
Fichte eloquently described the pure 
ego or infinite subject. a description 
similar in  many ways to that of the 
Atman o f  Vedanta. From this view. 
autonomy, freedom. and Spirit were to 
be found in the absolute subject. 

The eco camp, conversely, drew on 
somewhat dubious interpretations o f  
Spinoza. Spirit was seen as the total 
objective system of  the world into 
which ego was inserted. This too was an 
attempt to introduce Spirit but now 
found by radicalizing eco. An  enormous 
amount of thought and effort went into 
the attempted integntion o f  3bsolute 
subject and absolure object. o f  Fichte 
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and Spinoza. I t  was a major inlellectual 
project around the beginning of the 
nineteenth century and. for Wilber. the 
solution was provided by Schelling. 

The Spirit of Evolution 

Schelling began by reacting to the 
Enlightenment notion that rationality 
alone is the acme of ascent. For him. the 
Enlightenment had differentiated mind 
and nature but had largely forgotten the 
transcendental ground of both. The sci- 
entific reflection paradigm of mind mir- 
roring narure cleaved nature as object 
from reflecting self and subject, which 
also made humans objects to them- 
selves. 

For Sche.lling. his disswiarion could 
not be healed by regression to childhood 
or to the immediacy of feeling but only 
by progression beyond reason to discov- 
er both mindand nature as different 
movements of one spirit manifesting in 
successive slages of evolutionary un- 
folding. As Hegel would put it. Spirit is 
not one npan from Many, but the very 
process of the One expressing itself i n  
successive unfoldings as and through 
the Many. 

Thus. for Schelling and Hegel, the 
absolute is both the alpha and the omega 
of development, both source and sum- 
mit. and present in the evolutionary 
process as both relos and ems. Nature is 
now seen as "slumbering spirit" and all 
life as manifeswtion of Divine Life. 
With h e  emergence of mind. Spirit 
becomes self-conscious. Thus for Schel- 
ling, nature is objective Spirit, mind 
subjective Spirit. These two can be seen 
as totally unrelated, as the ego and eco 
camps had tended to do, bur these tu!o 
"apparent absolutes" are synthesized in 
the. third grrat movement of Spirit which 
is the trancendence of both and the rad- 
ical union as "one absoluteness." This is 
the identity of subject and objecr Spirit 
knowing itself as Spirit, and a glimpse 
of the nondual. 

Thus, for both Schelling and Hegel. 
Spirit goes through three ma.ior phases. 
I t  first effluxes or manifests as objec- 
tive. evolving nature. I t  then awakens lo 
itself in subjective mind, and linally 
recovers its original identity in nondual 
awareness in which subject and object. 
mind and narure are unified. Similar 
evolutionary stages-+repersonal, per- 

'! 
smal. and transpenonal--can be found 
in'vhe E a t ,  most notably in Aurobindo. 

It was Schelling ueho first conceived 
the very influential concept of alien- 
ation. For him. this meant Spirit losing 
itself in manifeswtion. This loss was the 
cenml source of human suffering and 
the overcoming of this was the purposc 
o i  evolution. 

But German idmlism barely outlivetl 
its founders. Shonly after their deaths i t  
was dismissed on logical and philosoph- 
ical grounds as mere metaphysics. Hou,. 
ever. Wilber suggests that its failure 
may lie more in practical than in purely 
philosophical causes. 

These idealists seem to have man- 
aged genuine glimpses of the nonduol 
and some of its manifestations and 
implications. However, there is an enor- 
mous difference between obtaining 
sponmeous glimpses and securing sus- 
rained vision or even obtaining signifi- 
cant glimpses at will. )Many contempla- 
tive traditions speak of two distinct 
tasks: first of obtaining an initial. tran- 
sient breakthrough glimpse-a "peek" 
experience-and second of being able 
to reproduce this glimpse at will and 
e\.en slabilize it as an enduring visiol~. 
The challenge is to make a spontaneous 
experience a voluntary experience, to 
extend a peak experience into a plateau 
experience. or as the religious scholx 
Huston Smith put i t  so eloquently. "to 
transform flashes of illumination into 
abiding light." 

This uansformation requires a rigor- 
ous, authentic contemplative discipline 
and the idealists had none. Consequent- 
ly, they were unable to offer a means by 
urhich other explorers could reproduce 
their insights, which were thus largely 
unfalsifiable and dismissed xs "mere 
melaphysics." By contrast. Asian ideal- 
ists such as Shankm and Yogancara 
Buddhisu offered both an art of man- 
scendence by which practitioners could 
glimpse and then stabilize an experience 
of the nondual. as well as idealistic 
philosophies that have endured over 
centuries to aniculate the insights that 
emerge. 

Darwinian theory also exened a chill- 
ing effect on the vision of evolution. 
Natural selection allowed science to 
deny any son of ems or transcende~ltl 
emergent drive in nature. More recently 

this denial has been called into quesrion 
because i r  is now apparent that although 
Darwinian natural selection can account 
for microe.volution, i t  has a much more 
difficult time accounting for macroevo- 
lution: the great evolutionary leaps and 
breakthroughs such as the prod~~ction of 
functional wings. 

In addition. the mind-boggling inves- 
tigations of the big bang are now push- 
ing knowledge back to the absolute tem- 
poral limit dictated by Planck's 
constant, which is the first lo4' of a 
second. These findings indicate that the 
laws of physics were operative fmni the 
earliest conceivable inswnt. Materialis- 
tic explanations have a very hard time 
accounting for this. so the big bang has 
changed many reflective people into 
philosophical idealisu. In light of 311 

this, it  is therefore not surprising that 
\\Tlber regards the creation of an ade- 
quate idealism as one of the essential 
challenges for the con temporq  West. 

The net result of these cosmological 
and evolutionary discoveries is that 
many philosophers of science now 
acknowledge some son of self-transcen- 
dent drive in evolution. One of the 
major effects of Darwinian theory was 
thus not that it discovered a mechanism 
of macroevolution-it did not-but 
rather that for so long it obscured h e  
recognition that an authentic evolurion- 
ay theory must acknowledge some self- 
transcendent drive d i n  to ems in the 
cosmos. 

Wilber suggests that this self-man- 
scendenl drive is beginning to move 
increasing numbers of people beyond 
the conventional developmental level of 
rationality into mnsrational, mnsper- 
sonal stages.: He argues that the evolu- 
tion of this process can be facilitated or 
hindered by the degree of sensitivity 
with which these intuitions of  rransper- 
sonal stages are unpacked. All interiori- 
ty and subjectivity must bc interpreted. 
and the quality of this interpretation is 
vitally important to the binh of succes- 
sive depths of that interiority. The types 
of error to which this unpacking and 
interpretation are prone can be catego- 
rized according lo which of the four 
quadrants they emphasize or overem- 
phasize. 

Many people intuit higher stage expe- 
riences in purely upper lefr-hand quad- 



rant (individual, subjective! terms only. 
This interpretation focuses on subjec- 
tive phenomena such as the "higher 
self:' "pure awareness." etc.. omitting 
the We and It (the right- and lower left- 
hand) quadrants. namely the social, cul- 
tural. and objective manifesmtions. This 
effectively omits from consideration 
appropriate types of community activity 
and service demanded by higher stages 
and the appropriate techno-economic ' 

infnsmctures necessary for supponing 
them. 

A panicularly unfomnate result can 
be the assumption that higher swge real- 
izations free one from concern with the 
n'orld. By contrast, deeper insights and 
undenmnding make c l e x  that higher 
develop men^ necessarily entails em- 
bracing and serving h e  world h a t  is no 
longer seen as separate from one's Self. 
The challenge. herefore, is not just to 
conmct the higher self but to see it em- 
braced in culture, embodied in naNre. 
and embedded in social institutions. 

On the other hand. others interpret 
their higher stage intuitions primarily in 
"it" terms, describing spirit as the sum 
lohl of all phenomena or the great web. 
This right-hand interpretation results in 
a descended flatland world view that 
rends to ignore the left-hand quadrants 
of the I and We dimensions. Conse- 
quently. while advocates of this view 
urge the embrace of all life, they usual- 
ly do not understand the degree of inner 
uansformation essential for this em- 
brace. let alone the transformations 
required for union with Lhe Good and 

the recognition of the world as "a living 
sensible God." An unfonunate result is il 
descended world view that confuses 
Spirit with the sum tom1 of shadows in 
the cave. 

Thus, for Ken Wilber, funher individ- 
ual development. cultural integration. 
ecological preservation. and recognition 
of our true nature require appreciation 
of  the possibility of  development to 
uanspersonal smges. a practice to real- 
ize them. and the use of all four qund- 
rants to express them. Only by such 3 

comprehensive vision. he says, can the 
spirit of evolution reach its fulfilln~enl 
in us and through us. Though i t  will 
doubtless be amended and refined, 
Wilber's vision seems to be 3 major 
contribution to this process of evolulion. 
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